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any bill on HOLD will disappear on Tues.
all comments to Bret Brenner by midnight Mon.
104th Staff for Senate side

442 Tracking language - Stephanie sect.
see Stephanie's proposed language
HOLD

66-68 Defense
rapid response mess secure BIA's
81 - add-cancel out 'strachon' pursuant
104 - hold
110 - 2(c) - include such comments

334 Senate only - add who (I) who are

1,144
Want T/A for preliminary cap so
no double dipping - don't want schools
stealing theirs - the most grants
Mary wants more language - Still
not member. HOLD

449 - M. Smith Hughes
347 (C) - strike "to Local within"

347 - line 24-27 on p. 205
House language to be included.

349 - flex account

358a - eliminate any. - agree I

392 + \( \frac{393}{393} = \frac{HR}{SR} \)

391 - demo. dessa. ta
Sally added. langs. add as (c)
Want it in spec. organization - narrow language

121c - Montana will write by Mr.

338 needs to talk to providers in his state
Harken Title 4 inst. should be
eligible have to go thru. add additional process burdensome
wants to remedy
331(2) - put in same plan. (Mark)

If supplemented by other funds provided by the State or private sector, economic development activities that may include

(F) add assistant employees in 5

(4) Sally - take hold off co-c rehab

323e - remove hold by adding agencies of local govt.

4 pm Tues. May 21 S207 Mansfield Rd.

for Tues - her account issues remain. Other
(a) What are responsible - plan benchmarks
Sanctions Accountability
(b) migrant, nation, Amer. etc. to continue
-
flow of funds from fed to states
60% pop, 20% poverty
10% idios, unemployed 10%
# of welfare recipients in state
will hold harmless vs. not? &
What to do with non-formula funds
like school-to-work, etc.
how does one account/allocate money?

Comes from fed to state then split to state
into governor (employ. 
(at job) and other agency voc ed adult 
ed.) we can have set state
policy on voc adult ed, can be 1 agency
or 2. Learn state some flexibility
State formula allocated plan (6) how much to
Senate proposal - ed. money flow
- single bloc to Gov - cut checks every
- to determine Fed Gov & Fed educ. agencies
- when state write plan - will include where
- flex account & go on

Senate - have secretaries jointly distribute
money - joint account

House - insurance companies that State
- legislature rubber stamp
- educ., governance issue

State Plan = con of when all decisions
made re: how draw, merg. load to each state
- come first - bring feds, indy
- Gov. puts together plan collaborative & a
- long list of others (stakeholders)

Issue: What feds do with State plans - States
check & checklist to make sure all required
met.
Issue - What is the federal approval requirement of small state minimum

Issue - Collaboration/education agencies by group sites down to

does whole plan. If does not happy, they submit comments to Secs. eligible agencies' comments are due. If not in agreement, no community grant & eligible agencies plan becomes shit.
In this plan, an allocation for FY 98 accounts:

- 35% of adult ed
- Employment and training
- Subtract decision = 325 S.O.S.
- Can appear, can
- Attend in last minute
- Get agreement of Went K & S

Issue: using print... I hear off A by b
to fed school to While
In State distribution not less than 15% at state for voc ed., 11% for state activities, have permission list. 4% can be spent on admin., not less than 80% to local level.

2 formulas re: secondary & post-secondary. Eligible agencies decide how to divide up. One district has a list of required uses of funds - p. 114. S & S shall include - vocational education.

Of the 35% of H.W. block grant 75% going to local units for development areas.

poverty, unemployment, pop. & related factors listed by 50 local boards.

25% State level with admin. max. of 5% - rec. has to be used for rapid response assistance (manic di, local, la, N, natural disasters).
Also shift meal - labor market

Temporary professional services could
develop

Public grant for overall service

migrant for overall services

migrant employment

of 75%

child 1-5

career centers

delivery of care + train

be seen center a network of
center Board deficit 6 - 8 units

that services won't be duplicate. But

access is universal + user friendly

2. to provide training services to individuals

who have come to 1-stop after assessment

interview, counseling, determined to be in

need of training to secure employment

Nation deficit of training skills on a

job, need

issue

Vouchers required - three cents. On

Senate side vouchers permit in case services
Some providers would be automatically eligible — others can qualify.
Supportive services — permit up to 75% (transport, financial, children)
Need-related payments — permit.

Local boards — Gov. has flex. to design.
When they are. One collab. process.
Min. mbsh. requirements (ma.
busines. r. duty rnr. by br. org.)
ed. parents, chub. Local board
can elect own chair. Gov. advises
did local board annually — based on
on entity’s set ful. state plan
Funding of local board — designed.

Some oversight — Some to benefit. Gov.
role is curs. 1 step 4 vis. at rke.

Can review & submit comment.

Left up to state if local cuts check.
States basically determi. if local mbl. b., etc.
Admin. can = 10% for board & programs.
State and local people have been asked for their input.

Oversight process - negotiated agreement with state & local boards/re; benchmarks: use benchmarks to decide providers, terminate from performance & accountability, etc.

Form with a guaranteed role

At-risk youth

Have agreed on use of funds

[Grand element: Unhase]

Post-second app, involved part to business members

For study skills, training in higher dropout prep, transition, summer jobs. Check their website here.

State can decide that no summer jobs plan. Can negotiate. Our own state plan.
Problems re: Kennedy vs. Kef++ - "bad news".
259, f toy news. Also, below normal, also, at risk &.Sov. decision when to go.
Flem con. down proportionately. So not hold
harmless but an actual to.

[4.6 in budget round 8++-
Army commit
puts us at 9:40 on appropriate

Kennedy says cut for $6 billion. $7 billion. To keep
programs even viable. Hold pye. hammers.

1.5 billion. flex account. To allow Sov.
Control of aid to all rep.+.

Asks for $1.3 billion. Prox R Prudent.

Re: wind down. Liquidation of oil pre pays.
150 $250,000
20/10 20

Kennedy doesn't want it. Any for R. RDM Treasury.

85/15? Sub. may not enough.
Dropped school to work.
Omer says Iowa Senator Republicans in cabal to

What shall they pay for

Money

Local Board + Union = Rep. Achille's heel

Fed. role Rep. role

Drug Testing - Kennedy valued

Voted

Credit Rep's moment - Says vs local

Start at current law + more. 80/20% which is better than current law

Labor which pressures to local boards + continued ide for elected officials

Such sums lead to 2 of what?
Simon to offer an amendment to make local authorities less sovereign. Williams insists on strong local powers. Williams will ask Frank about — otherwise Kennedy, Simon.

Strategy to slow down process & set population growth's hand.

Prep letter to Unity on their side.

[Handwritten note:]

'final sums' across board, get rid of bloc grant concept, have unified sums, use historical.

AAAC - stay, 6 letter. (through)
NEA - right
APT - limit for bullying level - 6 B at least

[Handwritten note:]

Chief - shit, section change 104 & 110 III

[Signature:]

P🎏🎏🎏🎏 M.

[Handwritten note:]

104 & 110 III
Clay - back /x by end of week - they want
the account - no sales to work.

RJW Question diagram and range / starting date?